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1920 L Street
Commercial Office  •  Washington, DC

The Opportunity: Zuckerman Gravely sought a new look  
in LED troffers. By changing from a traditional style cen-
ter basket fixture, the company’s goal was to elevate and  
modernize aesthetics in several buildings, including 1920  
L Street. Energy savings, decreased maintenance, and  
price were key features they desired in a product. Once a  
fixture was determined, it would become the standard 
for Zuckerman Gravely commercial office properties, set-
ting them apart from the competition.

The Bay Lighting Solution: After discussing goals, Bay 
Lighting’s specialist recommended Cooper’s SkyRidge for 
tenant build outs. Product knowledge is a specialty at 
Bay Lighting and this specification grade troffer was a 
perfect balance, pleasing to the eye, and reliable.
 
The Benefits: The SkyRidge is the perfect balance of form 
and function and compatible with all of today’s popular 
ceiling systems. The fixture uses WaveStream LED tech-
nology with superior optical design and delivers optimal 
light uniformity and exceptional efficiency for greater en-
ergy savings. Having one standard troffer also creates less 
lighting inventory for the facilities staff at 1920 L Street.

“By switching to a standard lighting fixture,  
we have saved so much time and cut down on 
inventory. Lighting products in our supply room 
take up less room. It’s easy now.”

— Casey, Zuckerman Gravely

Located in our nation’s capital, 1920 L Street is a commercial office building completed in 1968. This multi-tenant space is  
managed by Zuckerman Gravely Management, a company known for seeking smart solutions and energy efficiency.

SkyRidge Troffer

The SkyRidge Troffer is an ideal choice for commercial 
office spaces, schools, hospitals, retail, and other 
ambient applications. Key features include:

PRODUCT AT-A-GLANCE

• Refined Modern Styling
• WaveStream LED Technology
• 2’ x 2’ and 2’ x 4’ Options
• 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, or 5000K
• Projected Life is 100,000 Hours
• UL Listed and DLC Qualified


